
For this project we will be exploring an image transfer process using Purell Hand sanitizer. The goal of this project is to 
create images that are visually supported by the Purell hand sanitizer transfer method as well as to learn how to add an 
alternative border (alternative to the straight edge) to an image using Photoshop.

Supplies Needed:
• Purell Hand Sanitizer (no additives like aloe)
• Smooth surfaced printmaking paper or watercolor paper (we are using Rives BFK)
• Rubber Brayer
•• Inkpress Clear Film
• Masking or painters tape (optional)
• Glass (optional)

Requirements:
Four images will be Four images will be required: One transferred onto an alternative (alternative to watercolor, printmaking or Rives BFK 
paper) surface of your choice(ex: coffee filter, etc), at least one should have an alternative border created in PS and at 
least one should have an alternative border manipulated by hand. The images you create must be able to fit onto a letter 
size paper (our transfer film is 8.5x11”). A small test piece should be done before completing final images. Please note 
that it may take several attempts to get a successful transfer as this process requires practice and exploration.

Content:
The subject matter and concept is open for you to exploThe subject matter and concept is open for you to explore, however our look in the Pictorialist movement will direct our 
visual sensibilities. We will be fusing digital and analog sensibilities by exposing our images with a digital camera but 
working towards images that convey the Pictorialist aesthetic. Discovery of techniques such as TTV (through the view-
finder), slow shutter photography, and the use of soft focus filters (filters coated with vaseline) will help take our high res-
olution images to dream like representations.
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>4 prints
>images should be larger than 6” on long side
>One image should be on alternative substrate, one with 
alternative border created in PS, one with hand manipulat-
ed border
>1 page written critique statement

>digalogue.wordpress.com
>Bonny Lhotka
>vimeo.com/juliemixon
>Pictorialism
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Step 1: Prepare Your Image
Prepare your image in Photoshop or Lightroom before printing. Print quality will be important so be sure you have ample 
resolution. Try to keep your images around 300 dpi for printing.
Size your image to ensure that it will fit onto your receptor surface. You will want some white paper space around your 
image. Ex: If your image is 6”x9” cut your paper so that it at least gives you a ½” border around the edge, meaning your 
receptor surface would be 7”x10” at minimum.
Because you will be flipping the image to transfer it, you will need to flip the image or Because you will be flipping the image to transfer it, you will need to flip the image or reverse the image. If you are using 
Photoshop, go to Image>Rotate Canvas or Image Rotation>Flip Horizontal.
You can also do this in the print dialog box. There should be a checkbox that says “Flip Horizontal.”

Step 2: Print Your Image
For this pFor this process, we will be using InkPress Clear Film. Be sure to print on the rougher side of the paper. Select “Premium 
Glossy Photo Paper” for the media type in the print dialog boxes. If you are using a printer that has the option to print in 
“High Speed” as well as with a “Gloss Optimizer” turn both of them off. After printing allow the print to dry. Don’t stack 
anything on top of the print until it has dried. 
Step 3: Transfer the Image
For this step you will need your printed image, your For this step you will need your printed image, your receptor surface (watercolor/printmaking paper), a piece of glass or 
acrylic, the hand sanitizer and a brayer. Place your watercolor/printmaking paper on the glass. If you want to ensure that 
your image is centered on the receptor surface you can use painter’s tape (blue tape) to tape both the receptor surface 
and your print in place on the glass or table. Coat with a generous amount of hand sanitizer. (About 2 tablespoons for an 
8.5x11 sheet). Use the brayer to coat the paper evenly with the Purell. If your paper is curling, it may be beneficial to flip 
your paper and apply Puyour paper and apply Purell to the back as well. Be sure that you have an even coat on the front and that it hasn’t dried 
before you apply your print. 
To apply your print, start with one edge touching the receptor surface and roll it down slowly. Use the brayer to transfer 
the image to the receptor surface. Use the brayer in all directions for a few minutes. If you see areas that are not transfer-
ring you can use the backside of a spoon or your finger to burnish them further.

VIDEO TUTORIALS FOR PURELL TRANSFERS:

How to add an alternative border to an image using Photoshop:
https://vimeo.com/117813935

Purell Image Transfer Process:
https://vimeo.com/105351899
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